Going up by road to Zimbabwe, I always start to get a thrill of excitement when I get up into the Soutpansberg and look down towards the Limpopo. Not only does the country start to look like Zimbabwe, with the baobab trees, and the Venda language which sounds half Shona, but this is the start of M BIRA COUNTRY. It is the southern boundary of an enormous stretch of Africa from here to the Zambezi and beyond, covering parts of at least seven countries-northern South Africa, eastern Zimbabwe, central and southern Mozambique, southern Malawi, parts of Botswana, Namibia, Angola and possibly further. In short it could be described as the Zambezi basin. Here is where exists a system of music with its own rules, uniquely African, extraordinarily consistent, wonderfully expressive. The system appears in song and in many instruments, but the key is the mbira.1 I discovered mbira through my father, Hugh Tracey. It was his favourite instrument. He first heard a njari mbira in about 1921 when he arrived as a boy among the Shona/ Karanga at Willand Farm, Gutu, near the modern Masvingo. Subsequently he heard and recorded hundreds of players. His first research between 1929 and 1932 resulted in a ground-breaking report for the Carnegie Foundation which was never published at the time1 2 although parts of it appeared much later in A frican Music (1965Music ( , 1969.3 He worked for a time on a notation for m bira, but never managed to play it successfully himself. His recordings, his telling of ngano folktales and his stories about mbira players he had known led me naturally to gravitate towards mbira when I started to work in Zimbabwe in 1959, but it was only when I met Jege Tapera that year in Bulawayo that I realised I should learn to play his karim ba mbira if I wanted to know anything about it.4
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It was a good decision, which changed the whole way in which I studied African music thereafter. The mbira is an absorbing instrument. Rather like the guitar, it can be a good friend. One of its appealing aspects is that, even more than the guitar, it can give you back more than you put into it. Here is Dumi Maraire on the point; it reflects my experience perfectly.5
W h e n a m bira player plays h is in stru m en t, he is no t playin g it fo r th e w orld. H e is no t try in g to please people, n o r is he p erfo rm in g . W h a t he is d oing is conversing w ith a frien d . can say th a t th e m b ira is always in fron t, g ivin g th e m aterials to th e player, and th e player follow s b ehind , em phasizin g th ese w hile at th e sam e tim e ask in g for m ore. W h a t m ore can one say o f such an in stru m en t but th at it is a frien d indeed? (M araire 1971) This is purely from the musical angle, but there is much more to it. W hen you pick up mbira, you feel you are picking up the history of a part of Africa, a complete way of making music, a whole social system of music and religion and history. To have mbira with me in Zimbabwe or Mozambique has been better than a passport, it has made friends everywhere, and given me an insight into a deeper side of African life than would have been possible without it. This aspect of mbira has been well covered by Paul Berliner (1978) for the mbira huru (also known as mbira dza vadzimu, nhare), one of the many types of mbira played in 'mbira country'.
He teach es h is frien d w hat to do, and h is frien d teach es
The complexity of mbira, both its music and the instrument itself, is a challenge which I enjoy facing. From early on I had the inkling that there must be some sort of system behind this complexity, and yet no one could tell me anything about it, least of all the players themselves. If there was a system, to them it was sublime and rules were unconscious.
Mbiras of mbira country
Standing on the Soutpansberg among the Venda, you are in a land where the Valemba play the big mbila dza madeza (mbira of resonator gourds) with its 23 or more broad keys. From here northwards, to name the members of the mbira family: fingers. For details of the note arrays characteristic of each of these, see my 1972 article, in which I propose that this lamellophone family all descend from a common ancestor, the kalim ba. Some common features of the family are:
• The instruments are relatively large, usually having 20 or more keys.
• Practically all have heptatonic scales. The few which are not are hexatonic, i.e.
all m bira dza Vandau, timbila and some karim ba. I have a strong feeling that the heptatonic mbiras as played today have a hexatonic ancestor not very far back down the line.6 • They are all played with the two thumbs and one or two index fingers.
• They are resonated inside a large calabash, sometimes a large tin can, with hozhwa snail shell or bottle top rattles loosely attached.
• Most types have a V-shaped note array with the longest notes in the centre. M bira dza Vandau, m ana em budzi and timbila have their low notes on the left rising to high on the right. • Most types have some notes duplicated on the left and right side.
• Many have playing sections/ranks of notes of at least seven consecutive notes of the scale, i.e. one of each pitch of the scale.
• Nearly all have some irregularity in the arrangement of notes in the scale, i.e. gaps or notes out of order. This is one of the important clues that enable them to be related to each other and thus theoretically to a common ancestor, the 8-note kalim ba.7 • A recognisable 'sound' to the music, which I describe as sharing the harmonic system which is the focus of this article.
• The instruments are treated with respect by the people, as they play spirit music and in many places are an important part of ritual involving possession, viz the names m bira dza vadzim u and m atepe dza m hondoro, both of which mean "of the See A. Tracey 1961 ancestral spirits". Most of the song repertoire is ancient, and said to belong to the vadzimu, some of whom have their favourite songs which are played for them. Another group of songs, particularly on njari, is associated with mashavi spirits or souls, a class of non-ancestral, animal or talent spirits. Karimba is usually secular, not played for spirits, mbira dza Vandau and timbila are always secular. Details of physical construction are not described here.7 8 Focusing on mbira as we are, be aware that the system is not limited to mbira but is or can potentially be used on many other instruments in mbira country, including: 
Early mbira
Vadzim u may be disembodied ancestral spirits, but they were once real live people, from very recent ones such as one's late parents, and also famous men and women of old who are remembered in ritual. Religion and history are close, very much a matter of powerful rulers and their mediums, and the spirits they have become.15 Although the evidence is scanty I believe that the two big spiritual mbiras, m bira huru and m atepe/hera, and their 'long' chord cycles of 48 pulses discussed below, have primarily been associated with the two big centralised kingdoms of the Shona and their supporting religion: m bira huru with the 13th to 15th century Zimbabwe kingdom, and then m atepe/hera with the Munhumutapa kingdom in the 15th and 16th centuries.16 These two mbiras and their still-living repertoire probably developed in the two kingdoms, likely starting from an original level of mbira music, also still extant, that is simpler, often hexatonic, with 'short' cycles (24, 18, 12 etc) , shorter chord sequences, and not used in ritual. This accords with the way that long-and shortsequence songs are used in the present day.
If all later observers had written as perceptively as the Portuguese missionary Dos Santos did in 1586, history would be better served:
[The A frica n s on th e east co ast have] a m u sical in stru m en t, also called a m b ira ... it is all m ade o f i r o n . b ein g co m p o sed o f narro w flat rods or iro n about a p alm in leng th, tem p ered in th e fire so th a t each h as a different sound. There are only n in e o f th ese rods, placed in a row close together, w ith th e ends n ailed to a piece o f w ood lik e th e bridge o f a vio lin , from w h ich th ey h an g over a hollow in th e w ood, w hich is shaped lik e a bowl, above w hich th e oth er ends o f th e rods are suspended in th e air. The K affirs play upon th is in stru m en t by strik in g th e loose ends o f th e rods w ith th e ir th u m b nails, w hich th e y allow to grow lon g fo r th a t pu rp ose, and th ey strik e th e keys as lig h tly as a good player strikes th o se o f a h arp sich ord . Thus th e iro n rods b ein g shaken, and th e blows resou n d in g above th e hollow o f th e bow l, after th e fash io n o f a je w 's h arp , th e y produ ce altogeth er a sweet and gentle h arm o n y o f acco rd an t sounds. T his in stru m en t is m uch m ore m u sical th a t th at m ade o f gourds [i.e. th e xyloph on e], but it is n o t so loud, and is g enerally played in the k in g 's p alace, for it is very soft and m akes but little n o ise (D o s San tos in T heal 1901).
There are very few old instruments in private possession or that have survived theft from African museums. It is fortunate that the Shona n h aka inheritance practice encourages the preservation of old musical instruments, as these are not buried in the grave along with their owner, but handed on as treasured heirlooms together with other items such as gano (axe) and bakatw a (sword). On the contrary in southern Malawi, also part of mbira country where nyonganyonga/m alim ba/sansi is played, musical instruments are interred with the dead. Together with the disappearance of craftsmen who can make traditional instruments this helps to account for their moribund and forgotten state in this region.
Archaeology gives little conclusive evidence beyond a few rusted mbira parts which are hard to identify or date, but could come from m bira huru, owing to its heavy 15 Bourdillon 1976 . 16 Jack 1968 metal parts, bridge, bar and keys. Other mbira types have lighter metalwork. The first credible modern evidence comes from the German explorer Carl Mauch,17 who in 1872 very near the Great Zimbabwe ruins attempted to transcribe three tunes for the now extinct m bira dze m idzim u, the Karanga version of m bira huru. The rhythmic motifs in his transcriptions look something like modern ones, and it is clear that he was listening to the same sort of m bira huru music we know today. Unfortunately I cannot consistently piece together any of his songs. He apparently detested the m agure/huro yodelling sound of mbira singing, saying that it reminded him of nothing more than a donkey's braying. But he liked the mbira sound, comparing it with the German zither with which he was familiar. His accurate diagram of the note array of a m bira dze m idzim u is almost identical to that of the modern m bira huru.
An interesting difference in the diagram is that it shows three keys made to be played by the left index, which no longer appear on the modern instrument. The success of m bira huru in recent decades, however, has led to a spate of inventive mbira designs; some include these ancient keys and other innovations, re-inventions and re-tunings. The most significant re-tuning is one known as gandanga, where the noteorder array is retained but the notes are tuned nearer to a Western major scale, with its globalised row o f tones and semitones.
Oral history from musicians is a valuable source, on which much more research could be done. Personalities, players, mediums and their contributions are often remembered. All the songs known as "old" have many miridziro (ways of playing), are not based on particular song words and are probably hundreds of years old. The oldest one I have heard of with a credible clue would be "Bangidza ra M utota", a m bira huru song referring to Mutota, the ruler of the Zimbabwe kingdom in the 15th century. The same title is also found, as "Bangiza", on the m bila dza m adeza of the Venda, who split from the Shona between 300 and 500 years ago. Another ancient m bira huru song with an identifiable name is "M utam ba" (orange tree), associated with the culture hero Chaminuka, who has manifested himself through a succession of mediums for several hundred years. His mediums were for long the Mujuru family at Dambatsoko, near Rusape.18
The rough geographic centre of the mbira country and its harmonic system is NE Zimbabwe. W ith an ear attuned to the feeling of the mbira system, when you go out far enough in any direction from the centre, the sound will tell you immediately when you are nearing the fringes of mbira country. In most directions it is quite well defined. The 'pure' system, if I can call it that, starts to develop impurities on the fringes under the influence of neighbouring musics, and further away eventually breaks down completely. Northwards into Zambia the mbiras (kan kobele, kalim ba, ndim ba, ndandi and many other names) are related to those of the Shona and they are likewise heptatonic, but the dilution of the system is evident when you hear parallel chord movement, typically in fourths, which is strictly avoided by the Shona. Going eastwards into the Zambezi valley and the Sena language, the system remains strong, with much variation that stays inside, or close to, the system. Into Malawi, pentatonic scales start to appear. South and Southeast towards central and southern Mozambique, mbira scales are hexatonic and are tuned with intervals of widely variable sizes, unlike the somewhat uniform intervals preferred at the centre, where there is a tendency towards equi-spacing and intervals of between 200 and 300 cents. (A notable exception in southern Mozambique is of course the tim bila xylophone tunings of the Chopi and Tswa which can be precisely equi-heptatonic.19)
Visiting the Venda to the South, for someone who knows Shona music, is like taking a step back in history to an earlier level of Shona music. Their m bila dza m adeza played by the Valemba who live among the Venda includes at least three of the old 48-pulse songs, but variations of the short sequences are much more in evidence, and can show the influence of the pentatonic parallelism of their Sotho neighbours. To the West the transition is abrupt with little compromise with the Ndebele (hexa/penta), Tswana (penta) or San (tetra).
One should perhaps add another 'direction', which would be the interaction of Shona with Western, South African, Congolese etc music. Without going into detail, I find it significant that modern Shona musicians, while adopting many Western styles and conventions in church, school and popular music, frequently preserve the harmonic determinism of the mbira system in whole or in part.20 This has done much to build a genuine Zimbabwean sound into their present-day music.
The system
The fact that there exists a sound, a technique, a practice or system which musicians recognise and whose geographic borders can be traced throws the 'pure' central area into focus. Clearly this piece of Africa does share a definable music system. The languages of the region belong to two families, Shona and Sena, but the music system unites them even more closely than language. It deserves the name 'system' because musicians here have an independent, consistent set of organising principles which explains the existing harmonic structure of their music and is also used to generate new music. Unlike many or most African musics, the system is not based on language but on Shona and Sena musical preferences regarding harmonic sound and movement.
The first mbira I learned was Jege Tapera's 15-key karim b a.21 After learning barely one or two songs I started to notice that the chords he played consisted of two notes (and/or their octaves). He only used four different chords, and they always came in the same order. I decided to call the long central low note, his tone centre, 'G', mainly because this would fit the range of his karim ba nicely onto one treble five-line stave. Later I found that the G pitch worked well to unify the notation of the other mbiras of mbira country, reinforced by the key universality of the karim ba core.22 Now calling his tone centre G and the seven notes of his scale G -A -B -C -D -E -F23 for the purpose of analysis, his chords, and the order in which he almost invariably played them, was G + D B + F D + A G + D B + F E + B or in brief, writing only the fundamentals: G B D G B E To be quite clear what I mean by a chord, it consists of two notes: a root + the fifth and/or any of the octaves available on the instrument. These are the same notes as the 3rd and 4th partials of a bow fundamental, the ones most used in Khoisan and southern African bow playing in general.24 The sound of a fourth is heard predominantly in Shona music, followed closely by the fifth.
What about thirds, which are more consonant to the Western ear? There are parts of Africa not far from Zimbabwe where thirds are the norm and scales are heptatonic, not dissimilar from Shona.25 Yet Shona singing never uses thirds, unless in some other style such as Congolese or Western. They do occur sometimes on mbira, panpipes and other instruments, however. One reason for this is that when a player's finger should play at a certain moment in order to keep the beat of its part, there may be no convenient 'Shona-harmonic' note available in its range on the mbira keyboard. Then it may choose to play a third. Thirds have limited consonance, only as a second best to fourths and fifths.
So in the chord sequences presented here, each letter represents a 2-note chord, or diad, consisting of a note in the scale plus the fifth above (resp. the fourth below). Therefore G means G+D, B means B+F, etc. The metric shape of the two halves of the song parallel each other. One could just as well write the G B E half first, it makes no difference to the circular shape of the music.
One of Tapera's songs as an example: Other Shona karim ba players played the same way. Then I found that a great many other Shona songs, traditional and pop, also in Ndau and Venda, even if unaccompanied by karim ba, were based on the same sequence. I was onto something! Here is a favourite 5-voice Karanga song which shows the same sequence, from a 1932 Hugh Tracey recording. Now, having started to discuss chord sequences in G because that is how I started writing the notation of karim ba, I am going to change the key for theoretical discussion to a uniform C, which will help with comparability of sequences which are played on different types of mbira and in different keys on each.
The common variant of the above k arim ba or 'short' sequence, especially in the south (Karanga, Ndau, Venda) differs by one chord only. Both sequences are much used in popular songs, e.g. "C hem utengure": G B D G C E which I will now write as C E G C F A For example, a multi-voice group song with this sequence: Chord sequences are not always quite so clearly defined, but to reduce the matter to its bones what I hear could be described as an oscillation between a tone centre-I'll now call it C-to the note above, D, back to C, then to the third below, A. In other words D and A alternating in turn with C. This particular oscillation is typical of Shona song and also occurs widely in southern Africa, in all three scale types, penta-, hexa-and hepta-.26 O f the two alternate notes, the D is overall the more significant, as the main contrast to the tone centre C. The one-tone C -D oscillation in harmonic and melodic movement, named "root progression" by Blacking (1959) , is as typical of the simplest songs of southern Africa as it is of the complex tim bila music of the Chopi (Tracey 2011) . As an example, here is an old Karanga song from Chibi, the words said to have been sung at the time of the arrival of the white Pioneer Column over Providential Pass near Masvingo in 1890. 26 In a heptaton ic system th e E is a 'third ' down from th e ton e centre; in a pen taton ic, bo th notes are adjacent to th e ton e centre. One can hear the oscillation of these three notes also in African urban music built on the three common chords I, IV and V. In key C , urban musicians tend to favour G/C in I, A/D (as against F/C) in IV, G/D in V, drawing from their experience in the tradition.
Gerhard Kubik (1988) produced an interesting theory on the origin of the Shona chords, inspired by his research on Khoisan musics in Angola. I expect the theory to remain completely unproven, but I describe what I see as the essence of his argument here partly because of its audacity and, well, it could possibly even be right! He says that the Shona chords could have come from an ancient Khoi/Shona cross-fertilisation.
Historians say that the first main contact between Bantu and Khoisan in this region was in c.300/400 AD, and must have continued for many centuries. 20th century Angolan Khoi used three different bow tunings on their two types of bow, the n /ka or sungu braced mouth bow, and the n /kau braced gourd bow, which is similar to the better-known Zulu um akhw eyan a, Tsonga chitende, Zambian kalum bu or Brazilian berim bau . The brace, or noose, can be slid up or down to tune the two open-note fundamentals to an interval of c. 200, 300 or 400 cents, i.e. about a whole tone, a minor third, or a major third (or much further apart in the case of the last two).
The interval of around 400 cents or a little less appears in many instrumental tunings in central Africa, especially noticeable between the bottom two notes of many types of mbira, and also on xylophones and bows. While Khoisan music and many others in central and southern Africa alternate between the two tonalities you get from a bow that has two fundamentals, the Shona music system seems to use the kind of movement you would get from combining all three of these intervals. You merely have to propose that the player of bow no.2 tune his lower note to the upper note of bow no.1, with a similar relationship between bows 3 and 2. Kubik does not go so far as to imagine that three bow players would actually have done this and played in trio, but indicates that when a musician is thoroughly familiar with the kind of tonalities given by bows tuned in these three ways, it is not too much to suggest that he might be able to integrate them into one system. A combination of the three standard Angolan Khoisan bow tunings would give the exact chords of the Shona 'short' sequence: f, a, c, d as in Kubik's diagram above, or transposed to the key I am using in this article: C,E,G,E. It would also give the hexatonic scale used in the older level of Shona music, starting on the 5th note: G A B C D E, the same range as the six consecutive notes of the low rank of kalim ba, the oldest member of the mbira family (in karim ba notation: d e f g a b).
The credibility of a Khoisan admixture is supported by the extensive Shona use of typical features of Khoisan (and Pygmy) music, the yodel, the individualistic polyphonic vocalising and the use of vocables like iye iye, woye, ha handere, ndende ha and so on. The idea may seem strange to the modern Shona, as Kubik remarks, but something has to explain why the harmonic world is so different in this large part of Africa, roughly from the Zambezi to the Limpopo rivers, from anything else to the north or south.
The musical history of the Eastern Cape, South Africa, may be useful for comparison. Here the interaction of Khoisan with Xhosa in more recent times has been documented, for example by Dave Dargie in his book X hosa Music (1988) . The Khoi and San were probably extinct in the region by the beginning of the 20th century, but they have had a lasting effect on Xhosa bow-playing, on the harmonic system, the individualistic polyphonic singing, the tense shaking dance style, and of course on the Xhosa language. In both cases we have a strong hint at the fundamental importance in all southern African musical styles of the musical bow where the harmonics are naturally determined, but the choice of interval between the two or more root fundamentals is entirely human.
To return to mbira, having learned to play k arim ba it was soon obvious to me that the music played on the big ritual Shona mbiras must be built on similar principles. Some sections of songs even used the same short sequence I knew from the karim ba, but that was only one half of a longer cycle. New chords were added in the other half. The big mbiras I looked at mostly were m bira huru, m atepe and njari. Now it appeared that these mbiras use six of the seven diads potentially available in the heptatonic scale, arranged in a 48-pulse sequence phrased rhythmically in four quarters of 12 pulses: The 'C standard sequence' written in C: C E G C E A C F A D F A The reason for the name "the C standard sequence" will be explained below. This is the sequence, as I heard it, for instance of "N yam aropa" (m bira huru), "N heu ra" (njari) and "M sengu" (m atepe). There is no B chord in this sequence, but that does not mean it cannot be played, because it appears in other songs on all three mbiras. Here is an example of the sequence as played on m atepe by Saini Madera at Mukota: Other songs of this sequence are "N yam aropa" (in m bira huru G), and all its offshoots of many names, "N h em am u sasa" (in m bira huru C), "K ari m uchipfuw a" (in m atepe G), etc. as I write these.2 7 28
The existence of a standardised theoretical 'mbira sequence' such as this could lead (and has led) to all sorts of imaginative technical analysis. 29 As a player, and one who is not given to flights of morphological and mathematical fancy, I would just like to point out some immediately noticeable aspects of it, for instance: • The second half F A D F A C is like a mirror image of the C E G C E A of the first half, a fourth higher, the two parts in reverse order. The C chord common to both halves acts as a pivot between the halves.
[
C] E G C E A [C] F A D F A [C]
27 See A. Tracey 1970 28 To dem onstrate a co ncordan ce o f m b ira tun in g patterns and w ritten staff pitches for the whole m bira co u n try is beyond th e scope o f this article. H ere I am lookin g at th e sound, no t fingering patterns.
• Each half in itself is hexatonic; the first half has no note 'f ', and the second half has no 'b '. I see this as a clue to the hexatonic ancestry of the sequence as well as of the mbira family.
• There are only two types of chord movement: to the chord a third higher, e.g. C to E, or a fourth higher, e.g. C to F (See Figure 10 ). • Important alike for Shona players and for listeners not trained in the technicalities of mbira, the sequence can be heard as 'starting' at almost any point, an ambiguity... Whatever its origin in the mists of Shona-or Khoisan-history, Shona inventiveness has gone on to make maximum use of this basic sequence, with many permutations. The 'C standard sequence', as I called it rather unimaginatively, is the most popular, in its many forms; it is the basis for the 'great', or one of the 'great' songs in most parts of mbira country, often the one taught to beginners. It is played for a greater number of spirits and has more variants for different players to play together than other songs; it is regarded as the great old song of the local or family or chiefly spirits, the one the spirits will most like to hear played at the bira ceremony.
The sequence above is not the only 'long' sequence used. There are others hidden in the kaleidophonic sound of mbira songs. Some seem to have segments in common, or consist of bits of other sequences re-arranged. Here are examples of two popular ones, the E and the A standards: A Standard sequence: C E A C F A C E G B E G: after the C sequence (e.g. "N yam aropa" etc), this is the second most-played sequence on all mbiras. A reason for its popularity is that it is very adaptable to Western styles in popular and church music. By de-emphasising or omitting some chords and strengthening others it morphs or slips easily into one of the staple chord sequences of worldwide pop music, I -IV -I -V. Examples can be found in the repertoire of many popular Shona singers.
C e a c F a C e g b e G The first quarter of the Shona condenses to C major, the second to F major, the third C major and the whole fourth quarter to a dominant G7th-blending the 'b + f' chord, the 'b ' of the 'e' chord, and the 'g+d' of the last chord together. Shona preferences often creep characteristically into their versions of world pop music sequences. In this one, for instance, you may hear the bass player playing an 'e' in the G chord, contrary to 'correct' global practice but absolutely in line with Shona musicality.
After some time, and a lot of playing, I discovered-Eureka!-that these harmonic sequences are all really one and the same sequence! They are differentiated by starting, or being heard to start, at different points in the one overall, universal Shona sequence. Rather in the same way that it is not possible to recognise by ear, but only on paper, a piece of music played retrograde, some reasons why it is not always easy to recognise the one universal sequence as such in each of its performances are: 1. Similar sequences, or songs, can in principle be played in different keys on mbira or xylophone, and sound very different because-Shona tuning is not 100% equi-spaced, although it tends that way, thus modality is present to a degree, and secondly-transposition on instruments with limited range means that you have to change the inversions of chords and melody, or even exchange the parts of the two hands.
2. The Shona sequences, which are of course cyclical, have different gestalts when started at different points. How does a cyclical song start in the mind? One's perception may be influenced by the duration allotted to each chord, the rhythmic alignment and the entry points of other parts (clap, dance, drum, voice etc), and by the point at which a player actually starts to play a song. One constant in the majority of m bira songs is their metrical division into four quarters, each of 12 pulses. Harmonically, the quarters are often marked by the slight extra duration of their first chord. 3. Particular songs have not only chord sequences but characteristic rhythm patterns. So, as one of many examples, for people inside the system, "N yam aropa" (48 pulses) and "Baya wa bay a" (32 pulses), which share the same C sequence, but cannot not be confused. Rhythmic configurations can be subtly different. Musicians largely do not identify or correlate songs according to their sequence. Nevertheless, the one Shona theoretical sequence may apply perfectly, or nearly so, to perhaps 75% of Shona/Sena mbira music and, allowing for songs with a few 'unorthodox' movements in them, to nearly 100%. People are not aware of this, of course. They play what sounds right, or what matches an unconscious sense of form, numbers, pattern etc. Musico-psychological analysis is for the future; I merely say that this logical, self-enclosed cycle exists and satisfies on several levels.
Some players admit that, apart from the traditional crediting of inspiration to the ancestors in dreams, the idea for a new song can come from making a mistake. If it sounds good, keep it in. Mistakes, however, are often caused by one's fingers moving to a chord that would be correct in another song. That chord movement will almost always be one that is still permissible inside the mbira system.
If non-Shona players are permitted to have an opinion on the Shona sound, some m bira dza Vandau players I have met think all Shona mbira songs sound the same! The comment is funny, and could also be jealous: the Ndau mbira in the bush of SE Zimbabwe is little played these days, while m bira huru in Harare, the capital, flourishes as never before. Their opinion is quite correct, however, in that Shona mbiras do share the one system I am describing.
The theoretical Shona sequence
The sound of a Shona chord sequence embodies a most interesting rule, hinted at above. If one examines the rise and fall of every step around the cycle, it is apparent that there are only two permissible movements allowed: to the chord a 3rd or a 4th higher. A 'C ' chord, for instance, may only move to an E or an F chord. By 'higher' I mean to a higher chord name, as an E chord is 'higher' than a C chord, even if the notes themselves may move downward.
F igu re 9. Som e possible Sh on a C to E ch ord m ovem ents.
So our sequence can be written as a series of numbers: 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 On the face of it you might consider this a numbingly restrictive limitation on chord movement, except for the way it works out in practice-as a generative source for endless inspiration for thousands of musicians today and in the past. Now we have the above row of figures we can see more clearly how the three common sequences, the C, A and E/F standard, are related, and in fact drawn from the one paradigm. Drawing it in a circle, with the figures showing the progression from chord to chord, the three common sequences are obtained by starting at the three marked spots, 1, 2/2 and 3 (see Figure 10) . The common sequences should have names so that they can be referred to and discussed. The obvious solution would be something in use among the mbira fraternity, such as the name of a well-known song that is played using a certain sequence. This could and does work if we are talking of only one mbira type, but there are at least six which play the 'long' sequence. They all use different names for songs which may use the same sequence or fingering pattern. The diagram shows how I have chosen to name the sequences. Starting with the widespread sequence used in "N yam aropa" on m bira huru, and writing it in C at the top, you can see how the other sequences take their name from the chord where they start in the resulting cycle. We could simply use 1 2 3, but I prefer a name with a more musical reference or image. So I refer to the standard sequences as 'C', 'E /F' and 'A'. The E/F can be heard as starting on the E or F positions, and be named accordingly. I refer to a song's sequence on a particular mbira, for example, as 'A standard in D', 'C standard in F ', etc, which tells you what the sequence is, and on what keys to start playing on a particular mbira.
What is indisputable is the numerical cycle. What is not indisputable is the starting points I happen to have chosen in the cycle. Indeed there do exist songs where other starting points could or should be chosen, and every player could also put forward his own perception, possibly based on where one's teacher used to start playing. Nevertheless, I believe that these three starting points represent typical, if not universal, ways of hearing the sequences. The ear, moreover, is free to perceive as it will. It can happen any time that one hears a song as, say, an F standard, and the next time it has somehow become a C standard! Repeated listening to a song and the way the supporting parts come in usually help to find one's way into it, as does hearing a recording of yourself playing. Does this apparent instability matter? Not at all, except for ethnomusicologists who want to pin everything down! Mbira music is essentially cyclical and multi-formal by its nature, and this applies to all aspects, rhythm, entry points of parts, and the harmony which we are discussing. Banning Eyre (2015) makes a similar point.
To compare sequences with each other, they have to be shown in the same key. Here are the three common sequences written from a starting chord of C.
C E G B E G Starting points and rhythmic structure aside, there is no question that each sequence gives the listener a different way of hearing and responding to the harmonic/melodic movement of the cycle. In the four sequences above let us look at the pattern of movement of just the first chord of each quarter.
up-up-up-down Four simple alternating patterns. But wait! They are all moving by step, one note up, one note down. Isn't that what has already been described as typical of southern African chord movement? But here we have four step-moving patterns inside one overall sequence. In any one song you get one of these patterns from the first chord in each quarter, the next from the second chord, and the third or fourth from the third chord. This I take as a powerful intensifier of the type of step chord movement enjoyed by southern Africans, that the Shona have discovered, and it all happens at the same time in one piece of music.
These step-patterns are an essential first-aid in perceiving the shape of any piece in the complex, fast-moving mbira, xylophone and panpipe music in mbira country. Once you have perceived the (usually) four rhythmic quarters, you listen to the way the chords move at the beginning of each: it will more than likely be one of the above. As a singer you can now respond to what we can call these 'inherent patterns' (Kubik 1962) and sing in the several vocal styles of mbira country. Figure 11 below shows the m atepe song "Siti m usikana a d a d ek a " as played by Saini Madera and Saini Murira with three lines in the challenging interlocking Sena/Tonga style as sung by Murira himself, Simbi and Timoti.
Far from being limited by this approach to chord movement, it is a most generative and versatile system. Not only are there at least four starting points, each giving a sequence with its own character, but songs are playable in all seven keys of all the instruments of mbira country, each having the potentials and limitations of its own keyboard layout.
By no means all the potential sequences in the system are used on all the instruments. The m atep e/h era probably uses more than most. The choice of a tone centre or mode in the mbira system may depend on the player, on the tuning of the instrument, on other factors such as the notes available within the range of each finger. Most songs, particularly the ancient ones, are always played in the same keyboard position on the big mbiras, "N yam aropa" for instance is always in m bira huru G, "Aroyiwa m w ana" in m atepe A and so on. A note used as a tone centre should preferably have a reasonably tuned fifth to go with it. On Western instruments such as guitar and piano, and the 'Zimbabwe marimba' which is not tuned quasi-equispaced as in the tradition, the B mode cannot be comfortably used because of its tritone fifth. Solo guitar players in fact do not seem to choose modes much more adventurous than the C, G or F mode.
The advent of Western tuning, as I said earlier, with its idiosyncratic order of intervals, one of them half the size of the other, gives new Shona music on Western instruments the opportunity to use the variety of Western modal flavours. But with this comes a new functional "tendency" of chords, the urge to move on, as the dominant 7th 'wants' to move to the tonic. The Shona chord system does not, or did not, work in this way, as I demonstrate here. The modes in older Shona tunings, though not as sharply defined, also have their subtle distinctions, depending on local tradition, on players' tuning preferences or their personal degree of feeling for imperfection. The tuning of a piece of music can identify, to a musician's ear, where it came from. Some musicians have 'perfect pitch'; this must be the case with many m atepe/hera players, as the tuning of this mbira is consistent within a small range across the m atepe region as well as across time, from the earliest recordings in 1930 to the present day. Today's m bira huru by contrast does not have a fixed pitch level; it varies widely, which must be due to the few players and resulting break in continuity in the decades up to the 1940s, before its revival after World War II.31
31 See E rica A zim 's website list o f m biras for sale w ith th eir m any nam ed tunings: www.mbira.org
The existence of a harmonically-based system of the mbira in Africa should be of great interest in itself, in comparison with modern African musical preferences, and for Afro-American music studies, where the blues sequence is another highly generative harmonic system. It demonstrates a unique method of getting harmonically "from here to there", and offers an almost endless potential for Shona composers. In fact the special tinge, the appeal, of modern Shona popular, church and school music32 comes in large part from the principles of the system which fortunately persist even when composers are working in Western harmony.
